Better Than a
Private Tutor

MATISTO – Software for Practicing Mathematics
Background
Today 97% of parents think that higher education is no longer an option. More then
ever before, college graduates enjoy a larger selection of job opportunities, higher
income and lower unemployment rates. While the job market gets more competitive
each year, the school system remains stale, with a single teacher for every 30 children.
Parents are willing to go a long way In order to make sure their children are on the
path for college. For example the tutoring market has doubled in the past 5 years
reaching $5 billion in 2006, in the US. However when it comes to mathematics –
children need to do homework for several hours each week, and it not practical to
have it all done with a math tutor.

A Math Problem
Let’s look at the following problem:
“Jane, Paul and Peter can finish painting the fence in 2 hours. If Jane does the job
alone she can finish it in 5 hours. If Paul does the job alone he can finish it in 6
hours. How long will it take for Peter to finish the job alone?”

Solving this kind of a problem can take something like 10-20 stages: understanding
the data, assigning variables, using formulas, constructing the equations, combining
like terms, finding a common denominator, opening parentheses and so on. Now what
happens when a child makes a mistake on one of the stages? Obviously the kid will
end up with the wrong answer. However the biggest problem is that the child’s has a
slim chance of finding the error. Most likely the child will be frustrated and angry
about the wasted time, and will move on to the next question. If that one won’t work
either – that will be the end of math practice for that day.
When it comes to math kids need someone to look over their shoulder every step
of the way, and point their errors.
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The Solution: Matisto – Math Practice Using Intelligent Software
Matisto is a web based system in which students perform the whole practice online,
step by step. The software processes the user input, figures out what the intention is,
and assess whether it is a legitimate step towards a solution. It provides in real-time
explicatory comments on mistakes, and rewards on success.

The software logs all the user activity to a database, analyzes it and produces reports
that visualize the user’s progress, achievements and difficulties.
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Matisto creates a profile for each user based on the activity log, and evaluates the user
level on each category. Using this profile, Matisto generates exercises that mach the
exact level and situation of the user. The software has the ability to create thousands
of different exercises, ranked to dozens of levels for each category.

How is Matisto Different than Other eLearning Solutions?
Currently, most eLearning systems today are even less effective then the classroom.
Although some of those do quiz the users, they only indicate whether the final answer
is true or false - while the practice itself is done in the student’s mind or on paper.
Since only the end-result is captured by the software, it cannot understand how the
students are solving the exercises, cannot monitor their methods, correct their
mistakes as they’re doing them, pinpoint problems and show alternative ways. While
eLearning solutions have cost saving advantages, they are no different than practicing
with a book.

The key principle at Matisto is that each and every step of the practice is always
online and always monitored.
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